Motivation
Shallow, non-precipitating nocturnal stratus cloud decks are frequently observed in southern West Africa during the summer monsoon. Because of their late dissipation during daytime, these cloud decks have a large impact on the radiation balance. Currently, global climate models show an insufficient representation in this field. They show a positive solar radiation bias over southern West Africa (Knippertz et al., 2011) . That is why further insight into processes of genesis and lysis of these cloud decks is needed. Furthermore, more complete observations of the spatial extent and especially of the formation and dissipation of these clouds are desired to better understand the underlying processes. Satellite observations could serve the purpose, but the choice of an appropriate platform and the interpretation of the satellite imagery remains challenging. It is assumed that the clouds result from vertical mixing caused by turbulence induced by the night-time low level jet (NLLJ; Schrage and Fink, 2012) . The objective of the present study is to investigate which combination of space-borne remote sensing platforms and derived satellite products is best suited to set up a multi-year climatology (2006 -2011) of ultra-low clouds.
Preliminary results
We focus on satellite observations, because ground-based eye observations by observers of synoptic stations are subjective and problematic during darkness. In addition, the spatiotemporal coverage of synoptic observations is insufficient for obvious reasons. However, the availability of long-time series and non-existing problems with mid-and upper-level clouds is advantageous. Depending on the satellite platform, satellites provide a high temporal resolution and a large spatial coverage. Moreover, information about the vertical structure of clouds can be obtained from some satellites. Disadvantages of satellite observations are mostly short observation periods, problems with the detection of low-level clouds if these are overlaid with mid-and upper-level clouds, and sampling problems for infrequently overpassing, polar-orbiting satellites.
Hereafter, some preliminary results regarding the suitability of various satellite platforms to set up a lowlevel cloud climatology are shown. Results are shown for MSG SE-VIRI red-green-blue (RGB) composites (section 2.1) as well as for a cloud classification product based on MSG SEVIRI data by the Satellite Application Facility on the support to Nowcasting and Very Short Range Forecasting (SAFNWC, section 2.2). In section 2.3 results for a merged product based on CloudSat and CALIPSO data are shown.
MSG SEVIRI
The Meteosat Second Generation Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (MSG SEVIRI) is a geostationary (nominal position at 0°l ongitude) and passive remote sensing instrument (Schmetz et al., 2002) . The imaging-repeat cycle of its 12 spectral channels is 15 minutes for a full-disk image including Europe and Africa. The spatial resolution is 3 km at nadir except the high resolution visible (HRV) channel with 1 km. We make use of red-green-blue (RGB) composites, namely the "night microphysical" colour scheme for the manual classification of clouds at night (Lensky and Rosenfeld, 2008) .
Therefore, the brightness temperatures or rather the brightness temperature differences calculated from the 3.9 µm (IR3.9), 10.8 µm (IR10.8), and 12.0 µm (IR12.0) infrared channel radiances are plotted as a RGB composite (red: brightness temperature difference between IR12.0 and IR10.8 channels (BTD 12.0−10.8 ); green: BTD 10.8−3.9 ; blue: brightness temperature of the IR10.8 channel (BT 10.8 )). To gain good contrasts for the interpretation, specific thresholds for the brightness temperature differences and the brightness temperature are chosen (Lensky and Rosenfeld, 2008) . Red is giving information about the cloud depth, green about the cloud phase and the droplet size, and blue about the temperatures of cloud tops and of the surface. The BTD 10.8−3.9 is of great importance for the detection of lowlevel clouds. The 3.9 µm emissivity is clearly smaller for small droplets than for large droplets whereas it's almost the same for small and large droplets at 10.8 µm. That's why the BTD 10.8−3.9 is larger for clouds with small droplets (Lensky and Rosenfeld, 2008) The main difference is that on 19 September 2006 (Fig.  1 (a) ) low-level clouds at Benin are overlaid with mid-and upper-level clouds (see cloud cover from the merged CloudSat/CALIPSO product and cloud cover fractions in Figure 4 (a) ). That means that this day would not be suitable to be included in a low-level cloud climatology. On 22 September 2006 low-level clouds at the Ivory Coast are not overlaid by higherlevel clouds. Thus, for this day the MSG SEVIRI RGB composite describes the actual low-level cloud cover in the field of view of the CALIPSO CALIOP instrument correctly. Summing up, to set up a low-level cloud climatology, enough nights are needed that meet the requirements in such a way that the low-level clouds are not overlaid with higher level clouds at least most of the time.
SAFNWC Cloud Type
The cloud type algorithm by the Satellite Application Facility on the Support to Nowcasting and Very Short Range Forecasting (SAFNWC; Derrien and Le Gléau, 2005 ) is based on a multi-spectral threshold technique. It makes use of various MSG SEVIRI channels. A cloud type classification is performed for MSG SEVIRI pixels that are flagged as cloudy by a cloud mask algorithm. Figure 2 shows the results for the same examples as in Fig. 1 Evidently, the cloud type algorithm has deficiencies in detecting the full extent of low-level clouds at night if compared to the RGB composites in Fig. 1 . This applies at least to this version of the algorithm used for the processing of MSG SEVIRI data. The classification of low-level clouds during daytime seems to be trustworthier if compared to the "day natural colours" RGB scheme (Fig. 3) . In addition, the transition from nighttime detection to daytime detection works smoothly; there are few problems at twilight conditions (not shown). On 19 September 2006 (Fig.4 (a) ) low-level clouds (from close above ground up to roughly 1 km) extend from about 7°N to 10°N. They are overlaid by clouds at about 15 km, that is why these clouds cannot be observed in the corresponding MSG SEVIRI RGB composite ( Fig. 1 (a) ).
On 22 September 2006 (Fig. 4 (b) ) low-level clouds extend from 5°N to 8°N as could be seen in the MSG SE-VIRI RGB composite ( Fig.1 (b) ). Summing up, the merged CloudSat/CALIPSO product can be used to set up a low-cloud climatology and to study the vertical cloud structure.
The formation and dissipation of lowlevel clouds cannot be investigated, because A-Train satellites are polarorbiting with equator crossings at approximately 01:30 a.m. and 01:30 p.m. LT.
Conclusions and Outlook
MSG SEVIRI can detect low-level clouds if these are not overlaid with higher level clouds.
Given that enough nights with low mid-and high-level cloud cover can be detected, MSG SEVIRI suits well to set up a low-level cloud climatology. In this case, MSG SEVIRI images are especially useful for studying the formation and dissipation of low-level clouds. Low-level clouds can be easily inferred from MSG SEVIRI RGB composites. The possibility of an automatical low-level cloud detection from RGB composites requires further investigation. Moreover, the cloud type algorithm by SAFNWC needs improvement for the nighttime cloud classification if not achieved already. The merged CloudSat/CALIPSO product is best-suited for setting up a ultra-low cloud climatology, even including information about the vertical cloud structure. The formation and dissipation of clouds cannot be inferred from this product, because CloudSat and CALIPSO are polarorbiting satellites and thus overpassing the Guinea Coast with equator crossings at approximately 01:30 a.m. LT.
